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Euroinvent is a joint event promoting creativity in European context, by displaying the contributions of consecrated schools from higher education and academic research and also of individual inventors & researchers.

Under the auspices of EUROINVENT we organize:

1. **Inventions and Research Exhibition**
   

2. **International Conference on Innovative Research**
   
   [http://www.euroinvent.org/conference](http://www.euroinvent.org/conference)

3. **Technical-Scientifical, Artistic and Literary Book Salon**
   

4. **European Visual Art Exhibition**
   
   [http://euroinvent.org/art.html](http://euroinvent.org/art.html)

**Event purposes:**

- Dissemination of research results;
- partnerships and agreements;
- Creating and developing new research ideas;
- Technology transfer;
- Implementation of inventions,
- Scientific recognition.

The exhibition welcomes you to display inventions (patented in the last 7 years or have patent application number). A special section is held for innovative projects.

EUROINVENT International Conference on Innovative Research (ICIR) will bring together leading researchers, engineers and scientists will present actual research results in the field of Materials Science and Engineering.

* euroinvent@yahoo.com
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# JOINT EUROINVENT PROGRAM

## DAY 1 – THURSDAY MAY 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EUROINVENT Exhibition</th>
<th>EUROINVENT ICIR Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.00 Participants registration</td>
<td>8.00 Participants registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00 Opening Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcoming Speeches</td>
<td>12.00 ICIR Opening Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.00 First Jury Meeting</td>
<td>12.30 Keynote Speaker 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tour of exhibition</td>
<td>13.00 Keynote Speaker 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00 Media Interviews</td>
<td>13.30 Keynote Speaker 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 Strul Moisa - Book release &amp; Presentation</td>
<td>14.00 Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 Section 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Visual Art Exhibition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>18.00 Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.45 End of Exhibition Day</td>
<td>19.45 End of Conference Day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DAY 2 – FRIDAY MAY 15

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00 Exhibition Start</td>
<td>10.00 Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30 Jury Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00 Demonstrations</td>
<td>12.00 Section 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.45 Conference Closure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 Artistic moment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 Book Award Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00 Jury Final Decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.45 End of Exhibition Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DAY 3 - SATURDAY MAY 16

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00 Exhibition Start</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00 Demonstrations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 Artistic moment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 Eurolvent Award ceremony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00 Cocktail dinner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.00 Exhibition teardown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE „GHEORGHE ASACHI” TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF IASI
Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering

The “Gheorghe Asachi” University of Iasi is an excellent choice for the highschool graduates, who wish to embrace a carrier in the attractive field of engineering. The eleven faculties of the university are well equipped and have renowned specialists.

The Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering at the "Gheorghe Asachi" Technical University of Iasi has the mission to train specialists for the materials engineering, mechanical engineering and industrial engineering fields, through a 4-year programme (B.Sc.), Master Courses and Ph.D. Programmes. Also, our faculty is involved in the scientific research programmes, as well as in life-long education programmes for professionals that wish to extend their expertise. Besides the formative activity, research in various fields, focused to multi-disciplinary national and international co-operation is highly valued.

Contact:
Blvd D. Mangeron 41A,
RO - 700050, Iaşi, România
Tel: +40.232. 230009
web: www.sim.tuiasi.ro

ROMANIAN INVENTORS FORUM

Romanian Inventors Forum (FIR), as a professional association of dialog and representation, has the purpose to support, stimulate, develop and valorize the scientifically, technically and artistically creativity. Under the aegis of FIR, Romanian Inventors have participated at more than 50 World Invention Exhibitions, where their creations have been awarded with orders, prizes and medals. The performance of Romanian inventics is renowned in the whole world, that is the reason why FIR became member in different international clubs, associations and federations, with special contributions.

Contact:
Str. Sf. P. Movila 3, L11, III/3
RO - 700089, Iaşi, România
Tel: +40.745.438604,
e-mail: euroinvent@yahoo.com
web: www.afir.org.ro
Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) is Malaysia's 17th public institution of higher learning. It was approved by the Malaysian Cabinet on May 2001. Originally known as Kolej Universiti Kejuruteraan Utara Malaysia (KUKUM), or Northern Malaysia University College of Engineering, it was renamed as Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) in February 2007. The first intake consisted of 116 engineering students who started classes on June 2002. Currently, UniMAP has approximately 11,000 students and a workforce of more than 1,700 academic and non-academic staff members. It offers 21 undergraduate programs that lead to Bachelor in Engineering, one undergraduate program that leads to an Engineering Technology degree and two undergraduate programs that lead to a Bachelor in Business. We also offer six Diploma in Engineering programs and 13 postgraduate programs that lead to the Master of Science in Engineering and PhD degrees.

Center of Excellence Geopolymer & Green Technology (CEGeoGTech) lead by Vice Chancellor Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP), Professor. Dr. Kamarudin Hussin. CEGeoGTech located at the School of Materials Engineering, Kompleks Pusat Pengajian Jejawi 2, Taman Muhibbah, 02600 Arau, Perlis. CEGeoGTech has been established on July 2011 with the intention to induce innovation in green material technology among researchers in Universiti Malaysia Perlis. CEGeoGTech are able combining their expertise and skills in various fields to support the academic structure in the generation of human capital that contributes to the development of high quality research. This center also can become a pillar of academic activities, especially regarding research, development and innovation. CEGeoGTech have 8 fields of research includes:

- Geopolymer
- Polymer Recycling
- Electronic Materials
- Ceramic
- Electrochemistry Materials & Metallurgy
- Environmental
- Manufacturing and Design
- Green ICT
The MyRIS acronym it came from “Malaysia Research & Innovation Society”. We are solely a research & an innovation organization entity. Our goal is to create the research & an innovation environment among researchers & innovators to the high level standard thus international exposure. With various international mutual networks with several academic institutions & research & innovation entities, MyRIS able to bring up Malaysian innovation to high level standard recognition. The objectives of establishing of MyRIS are:-

1. Building research and innovation, networking between academic institutions and related societies.
2. Encouraging research and innovation activities, especially among young researchers.
3. Helping researchers in improving innovation in various aspects.
Laboratory of Scientific Investigation and Cultural Heritage Conservation
ARHEOINVEST Platform, Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi
„Alexandru Ioan Cuza” UNIVERSITY OF IASI

The Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași is the oldest higher education institution in Romania. Since 1860, the university has been carrying on a tradition of excellence and innovation in the fields of education and research. With over 38.000 students and 800 academic staff, the university enjoys a high prestige at national and international level and cooperates with over 250 universities world-wide. The Alexandru Ioan Cuza University became the first student-centered university in Romania, once the Bologna Process was put into practice. Research at our university is top level. For the second year in a row, the University is placed first in the national research ranking. Striving for excellence, the university takes unique initiatives to stimulate research quality, to encourage dynamic and creative education and to attract the best students to academic life.

Platform of Training and Interdisciplinary Research in Archaeology involves Faculty of History, Faculty of Geography and Geology, Faculty of Biology and Faculty of Physics, opening new research lines in the field of materials and beyond.

Contact:
Blvd. Carol I no. 11,
Corp G demisol
RO - 700506, Iași, România
Tel/fax: +40.232.201 662,
e-mail: ion.sandu@uaic.ro
web: www.uaic.ro
Keynote Speaker

Che Mohd Ruzaidi GHAZALI, PhD.

Associate Professor
Dean of Faculty of Engineering Technology
UNIVERSITI MALAYSIA PERLIS
ruzaidi@unimap.edu.my

Associate Prof. Dr. Che Mohd Ruzaidi Ghazali (PhD Material Engineering - Polymer), now is a Dean of Faculty of Engineering Technology (FETech) and also a member of Malaysia Engineering Technology Deans Council. He is founder Deputy Chairman of Malaysian Research & Innovation Society (MyRIS) and Committee member of-Malaysian Geopolymer Society (MyGeopolymer). He received Top Research Scientist Malaysia in 2014 from Academy of Science Malaysia. His area of experties are; polymer processing, polymer composite, polymer recycling, biopolymer and geopolymer. In publication, he was published more than 60 journals with Scopus and Web of Science indexed, more than 20 patents and 10 books.

* * *

GEOPOLYMER MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

Green technology encompasses a continuously evolving group of methods and materials, from techniques for generating energy to non-toxic cleaning products by minimizing the negative impact of human activities. Green technologies are not preferable approach to economic development. On the contrary, in the long term it is the only way to sustain economic growth by using resources productively for makes competitiveness today. A geopolymer system can significantly reduce greenhouse emissions with added values in a wide range of applications. Many byproducts of the mining, metal-refining, and power-generation industries that have traditionally been treated as wastes can, in fact, be used as binders to form geopolymer cements. As conclusion, the geopolymer materials using byproducts from waste industry for application in the construction industry with minimizes the degradation of the environment, safe for use, promotes use of renewable resources, energy saving and clean technology to conserve the natural environment and resources.
Keynote Speaker

Mircea Horia TIEREAN, PhD.Eng.

Professor
Head of Materials Science and Engineering Department
TRANSILVANIA UNIVERSITY OF BRASOV, Romania
mtierean@unitbv.ro

Prof. Dr. Eng. Mircea Horia TIEREAN (PhD in Mechanical Engineering), now is a Head of Materials Science and Engineering Department, till 2012 Dean of Materials Science and Engineering Faculty. He has over 25 years of teaching and research experience, being Member of the National Council for the Recognition of Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates in Romania. He has published over 8 books with ISBN for technical specialists; 5 teaching books for students; 164 research articles as follows: 20 in ISI journals, 19 in ISI proceedings, 42 in technical journals, 56 at international conferences, 32 at national conferences

*     *

LASER TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR MATERIALS PROCESSING

The research is focused on laser technologies used for metallic materials processing. There are described the main properties of the lasers used for welding, cladding and laser shock processing (LSP) and there are also presented the results obtained by the authors in these technologies. Laser processing was used for dissimilar materials, stainless steel and ADI welding, hard layers and Inconel cladding and improving of fatigue resistance using LSP. The obtained results show the widely applicability of laser technologies.
Keynote Speaker

Noorhafiza Binti MUHAMMAD, PhD.

Senior Fellow, Center of Excellence Geopolymer & Green Technology (CEGeoGTech)
UNIVERSITI MALAYSIAN PERLIS

noorhafiza@unimap.edu.my

Dr Noorhafiza Muhammad holds a PhD in Mechanical Engineering specializing in Laser Processing from The University of Manchester, United Kingdom. She is a senior lecturer at the School of Manufacturing Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Perlis and also an active fellow researcher at the Center of Excellence Geopolymer & Green Technology (CEGeoGTech). She has published a quite number of publications in renowned international conferences and scientific journals. This gold medallist for many local and international research exhibitions has displayed outstanding work in the world of science and technology when she was awarded the prestigious award, the L’Oréal-UNESCO National Fellowship Award 2014. This scientific recognition has acknowledged her as the successful women scientist in Malaysia through her research to the life science. She has introduced the capability of laser to manufacture stent specifically for the use in coronary artery at affordable cost by performing a comprehensive studies the use of different type of lasers. She is now moving forward, researching in growing endothelial cell and inhibit the smooth muscle cell proliferation to enhance cardiovascular implants biocompatibility and performance by establishing the ideal surface quality of stents.

*   *   *

LASER ADVANCEMENT IN CORONARY STENT MANUFACTURE

Laser cutting is one of the key fabrication technologies applied to coronary stent manufacture. In the early development of laser stent cutting, the processes struggled with the cut quality issues., Manufacturing of stents have to focus on the stability and uniformity of cutting process to fulfill the stringent requirement of the stent devices. With the growth of laser technology, the emergence of ultra-short pulse lasers provides stable process and uniformity in the product quality. The ultra-short pulse laser cutting also improves the surface finish, tolerance and higher degree of process control which relates to cost improvement. The characteristics of long pulse (millisecond pulse) laser cutting and recent ultrafast (picosecond and femtosecond pulsed) laser micro-fabrication for stent manufacture are included. Different approaches/techniques to aid cut quality improvement are presented.
Special Guest

Strul MOISA, PhD. Eng.

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel,
smoisa@bgu.ac.il

Strul Moisa was born in the city of Dorohoi, Romania. Since 1977 he lives in Beer-Sheva, Israel.

Over 33 years Dr. Strul Moisa held the position of Chief Engineer, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel. He is a well-known expert in bioceramics and composite materials, mechanical properties of metals and metal alloys, surface engineering of materials, thermal and thermo-chemical treatments of materials, materials corrosion and their protection, materials processing and properties investigation, archaeo - metallurgy of the Bible.

His professional and scientific activity comprises: papers published in scientific journals, in the proceedings of international or national conferences, participating in different international or national research projects, member of the scientific committee of different meetings.

Constantly, Dr. Moisa promotes linking bridges between the Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva with universities and academics from Romania.

Dr. Strul Moisa held 3 Honorary Professor titles.

* * *

THE METALLURGY IN THE BIBLICAL PERIOD,
AN IMPORTANT CHAPTER OF THE SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION HISTORY

Between the Holy Scriptures and Metallurgy – i.e. between spirit and matter - there is an intrinsic strong tie: metals and metallurgy are found overwhelmingly represented in the biblical text, a feature of key significance. This domain provides the 'perfume' of the richness of the world of metals that permeates the beauty and the spiritual message contained in the Holy Scriptures. Metallurgical accomplishments reflect a creative and productive society, a society using advanced technology for the times. Additional aspects, such as metals being used in a metaphoric-spiritual element, constitute a major contribution to the intensity of the biblical message.

Today, the subject of metallurgy in the Bible it is less known.

The presentation aims to be a short contribution, to illustrate that the metallurgy in the biblical period are an important chapter of the human and science history.
Invited Speaker

Mohd Mustafa Al Bakri ABDULLAH, PhD

Associate Professor
Dean, Diploma Program Coordination Unit &
Manager, Center of Excellence Geopolymer and
Green Technology (CEGeoGTech)
UNIVERSITI MALAYSIA PERLIS
mustafa_albakri@unimap.edu.my

Dr. Mohd Mustafa Al Bakri Abdullah (PhD Materials Engineering), now is an Associate Professor of Materials Engineering at Faculty of Engineering Technology (FETech) and also the Manager for Center of Excellence Geopolymer & Green Technology (CEGeoGTech) Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP). He also appointed as an Associate Researcher at Technical University of Iasi, Romania and also Technical University of Cluj-Napoca Romania. For the expert in research field, he was appointed as Honorary Expert in Research at Universitas Ubudiyah (UUI) Indonesia. Active in Non Governmental Organization such as Vice President-World Invention Intellectual Property Association (WIIPA), Secretary General-Malaysian Research & Innovation Society (MyRIS), Secretary General-Malaysian Geopolymer Society (MyGeopolymer), Member-Board of Engineers Malaysia (BEM), Associate Asean Engineer with Asean Engineering Register (AER). He also appointed as Senior Editor-Australian Journal of Basic and Applied Sciences, Editorial Board-International Journal of Conservation Science, Editorial Board- Journal of Materials Science Research and few more. In publication, he was published 200 journals with Scopus and Web of Science indexed, more than 25 patents and 20 books.

* * *

LIGHTWEIGHT GEOPOLYMER CONCRETE
USING FOAMING AGENT TECHNOLOGY

Foam concrete produced by using either cement paste or mortar in which air in large numbers is trapped by using foaming agents. Foam concrete has high thermal flow capacity, low density, uses the minimum aggregate, controlled low strength, and has good thermal insulation properties. Production of stable foam concrete mix depends on many factors such as the selection of foaming agent, the method used to prepare the foam to obtain uniform distribution of air pores, choice of materials, mix design strategies, and the processing of foam concrete. Various foaming agents have been used to produce foam concrete, including detergents, hydrolyzed proteins, such as keratin materials and so on. This paper presents the mechanical properties of a lightweight geopolymer concrete synthesized by the alkali-activation of a fly ash source (FA) produced by mixing a paste of geopolymer with foam produced by using NCT Foam Generator.
Invited Speaker

Dan ELIEZER, PhD.

Professor
Ben Gurion University, Israel
BAM – Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing, Berlin, Germany
dan.eliezer@gmail.com

Dan Eliezer received his PhD. in Materials Science and Engineering from the Technion Institute of Technology in Israel in 1975. He was a Research Associate at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign between 1975 and 1977. In 1977, he joined the NASA-AMES Research Center. From 1984 to 1986, he was a National Research Council Senior Associate at the Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. He became the Head of the Department of Materials Engineering at Ben Gurion University in Beersheva, Israel, in 1986 until 1990 and again in 2000 until 2005. In 2005, he was a Senior Visiting Scientist at BAM, the Federal Institute for Materials Research & Testing in Berlin, Germany. In addition to his position at Ben Gurion University, he acts as Chief Scientist for C.En Technology Ltd., a high-tech firm developing a system for hydrogen storage in glass fibers.

* * *

HYDROGEN ENERGY IN TRANSPORTATION APPLICATIONS

Hydrogen has the potential to solve major energy challenges that confront today’s world by reducing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Hydrogen is an energy carrier that provides a future global solution because it can replace all other forms of energy as it is a cleaner alternative energy source; its only by-products are water and heat.

One of the biggest advantages of using hydrogen can be found in the transportation sector. Burning fossil fuels like coal, natural gas and oil to heat to run our vehicles takes a heavy toll on the environment, contributing significantly to both local problems such as elevated particulate levels and global ones such as a warming climate. For example, some of the biggest polluters are scooters. The worst emit more than 30 times the emissions than a standard passenger car. Hydrogen powered vehicles provide a clean, reliable and responsible way of addressing the world’s critical energy problems.

Recognizing hydrogen’s vast potential as a clean energy source, the leading automobile manufacturers are actively developing and producing hydrogen-powered vehicles. The leading global car companies believe hydrogen can contribute to the next 100 years of the automobile.

We have developed a new technology to safely store hydrogen gas for transportation applications. The storage systems are comprised of thin glass micro fibers that together act as a fully functional replacement device for a conventional battery. The hydrogen storage system can power both heavy duty and light vehicles including: automobiles, buses, motorcycles, scooters (non-motorized), and bicycles. These details along with others will be discussed during the presentation.
SECTION 1

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS
Increasing Fatigue Life of Titanium Alloys for Aircrafts

Marius Vasilescu¹,², Mircea Dobrescu¹,²

¹University Politehnica of Bucharest,
313 Splaiul Independentei, 060042-Bucharest, Romania
²vmarius_sim_pub@yahoo.com, dobrescu.mircea@gmail.com

Keywords: titanium, alloys, surface preparation, fatigue crack.

Abstract: Fatigue tests on titanium alloys are necessary because aircraft products are subjected in service to thermal cycling modification or to fatigue. The micromechanics techniques are developed to study fatigue crack growth phenomena. There is an increasing demand to study the initiation and growth of cracks under unidirectional loading (fracture toughness). Hydrogen enhances the susceptibility of titanium alloys to cracking especially at increasing oxygen content. Hydrogen concentration measurements were made with the nuclear probe for hydrogen on which a lithium ion beam is incident. Some of the most important methods for location of faults that can produce fatigue crack in the case of aircrafts structures, wheels and engines and control surfaces are test frequencies (eddy current techniques).

References:

Specific Aspects Concerning the Microhardness of Ceramic Restorative Materials

Stela Carmen Hanganu\textsuperscript{1,a}, Lucian Constantin Hanganu\textsuperscript{2,b}, Georgiana Macovei\textsuperscript{1,c}, Georgeta Lidia Potop\textsuperscript{3,d}, Stefan Grigoras\textsuperscript{2,e}, Florin Tudose Sandu-Ville\textsuperscript{2,f}, Adina Oana Armencia\textsuperscript{1,g}

\textsuperscript{1}“Gr. T. Popa” Medicine and Farmacy University of Iasi, Faculty of Dental Medicine, Romania
\textsuperscript{2}“Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iasi, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Romania
\textsuperscript{3}“Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iasi, Faculty of Textiles, Leather and Industrial Management, Romania

\textsuperscript{a}carmenhanganu1957@yahoo.com (corresponding author), \textsuperscript{b}lucian.hanganu@gmail.com, \textsuperscript{c}dr_geo_m@yahoo.com, \textsuperscript{d}gpotop@tex.tuiasi.ro, \textsuperscript{e}stgrig51@yahoo.com, \textsuperscript{f}ftudose@yahoo.com, \textsuperscript{g}adinaarmencia@yahoo.com

Keywords: ceramic materials, microhardness, restorative dentistry, tribology

Abstract. The surface quality of restorative materials applied in dentistry is an important parameter to achieve a good restorative work and in the most cases is crucial for its behavior in relation with the surrounding tissues from oral cavity. Therefore, each study concerning tribological tests on different types of materials recommended for restorative dentistry must be focused on all its specific aspects. In this way, the paper refers to the hardness evaluation for three ceramic restorative materials: D.SING (Ivoclar), VM13 (Vita Vident TN) and GS ceramic on zirconium support.
Laboratory Investigations for Strength Grading of Spruce Timber Elements

Dorina Nicolina Isopescu¹, a, Oana Neculai¹, b

¹“Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iași,
43 Mangeron Blvd., Iași, Romania, 700050
a isopescu@ce.uiasi.ro, b oana.neculai@yahoo.com

Keywords: timber grading, experimental tests, strength classes, spruce timber for buildings.

Abstract. The paper presents the results of experimental tests and the process by which a batch of spruce timber elements is sorted in a strength class with reliability.

References:

Testing Procedure for Timber Strength Grading

Isopescu Dorina Nicolina\textsuperscript{1, a}, Neculai Oana\textsuperscript{1, b}

\textsuperscript{1}“Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iași, 43 Mangeron Blvd., Iași, Romania, 700050
\textsuperscript{a}isopescu@ce.uiasi.ro, \textsuperscript{b}oana.neculai@yahoo.com

Keywords: timber grading, strength classes, standardized procedures.

Abstract. Despite the variability and particularities that the timber reveals, the strength class grading system has been developed to meet the need to correlate structural design standards with quality standards for timber products. The paper presents the standardised approaches for determining the characteristic values of properties for timber products, with the purpose of classifying the material according to the strength classes system presented in European standards.

References:

Formulation for Stress Intensity Factors and J-Integral Calculation by Eddy Current Testing

Salaheddine Harzallah\textsuperscript{1,a\textsuperscript{*}}, Mohamed Chabaat\textsuperscript{1,b}, sekoura benissad\textsuperscript{1,c}

Built Environmental Research Lab., Civil Engineering Faculty, University of Sciences and Technology Houari Boumediene, B.P 32 El Alia Bab Ezzouar, Algiers 16111 Algeria.

\textsuperscript{a}harzallahozil@yahoo.fr, \textsuperscript{b}mchabaat@yahoo.com, \textsuperscript{c}sekoura-benissad@hotmail.fr

\textbf{Keywords:} Eddy Current Testing, Stress Intensity Factor, J-Integral, Fracture Mechanics.

\textbf{Abstract:} In this paper, we present a method for computing the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) and J-Integral, by measuring and testing related Eddy currents. In the process, we provide a magnetic vector based formulations for the theoretical set up. Furthermore, we provide relevant applications having theory consistent results.

\textbf{References:}


Inverse Problems using Neural Networks for Cracks Characterization in Materials

Salaheddine Harzallah¹,a*, Mohamed Chabaat²,b, Sekoura Benissad³,c

¹,³Doctorate, ²Professor, Built Environmental Research Lab., Civil Engineering Faculty, University of Sciences and Technology Houari Boumediene, B.P 32 El Alia Bab Ezzouar, Algiers 16111 Algeria.

a harzallahozil@yahoo.fr, b mchabaat@yahoo.com, c sekoura-benissad@hotmail.fr

Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, inverse problems, Eddy Current Testing, Cracks.

Abstract: Inverse eddy current problem using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) approach for the localization and the classification shape of defects is considered. The task of reconstructing the cracks and damage in the plate profile of an inspected specimen in order to estimate its material properties can be described in this research work. This is accomplished by inverting eddy current probe impedance measurements that are recorded as a function of probe position, excitation frequency or both. In eddy current nondestructive evaluation, this is widely recognized as a complex theoretical problem whose solution is likely to have a significant impact on the characterization of cracks in materials.
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Abstract: Biodegradable materials are considered to be the third generation of biomaterials. The aim of these biodegradable alloys is to provide healing and tissue regeneration of the bone. In recent years new types of BM, such as Mg-Si-Ca based alloys were developed and are considered promising candidates for implant materials during a limited time. The effect of Si and Ca addition on pure magnesium alloy has been investigated. The results showed the formation of an intermetallic compound Mg\textsubscript{2}Si. Morphology of this compound changed to polyhedral shape with increasing Si addition over 3wt%. The purpose of this paper is to investigate morphological and XRD aspects of casted pure Mg and Mg-XSi-YCa (X – 1.5wt%, 5wt%, 10wt% / Y-0.5wt%, 1wt%, 2wt%) by using optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is looking at the dynamic response of existing reinforced concrete structures which have possibly sustained various levels of damage, a set of tests need to be identified that will be able to detect damage and quantify the damage if damage exists. In this work it is presented a further study on the effect of damage on the behavior of reinforced concrete beams. In particular, the non-linear behavior of these beams is considered once significant cracking has been introduced, outlining the stage of testing carried out in dynamic field.
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**Abstract.** This paper presents the design and monitoring scheme of an energy efficient high school building with emphasis on the analysis of constructive and geometric thermal bridges that can affect the overall energy consumption and thermal comfort. The ANTHERM software is used to accurately assess the specific details and determine isotherms, heat flux distribution and the $\Psi$-values ($\Psi$ value) of the sections where different types of materials connect. A monitoring system with temperature sensors installed in the layers of the building envelope elements has been designed in order to compare the obtained values with the real time thermal performances of the envelope elements. The study highlights the influence of the type and thickness of the insulation materials used in the specific constructive details on the overall thermal performance of buildings.
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Abstract. The temperature and concentration dependences of kinematic viscosity of alloys of Cu-Ag system with Ag content to 99 mass \% in liquid state have been studied. It has been found that heating above certain critical temperatures leads to transform the melt to equilibrium state. The kinematic viscosity of the Cu-Ag melts are extremely depend from silver content in the alloy. The new regime of amorphous ribbon production is selected. Proposed regime leads to increasing of microhardness and weld strength on 10 \% and corrosion resistivity on 15 \%.
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**Abstract.** Two samples of industrial alloys on the basis of copper are experimentally studied. These alloys are used for production of amorphous solders. The main studied property is kinematic viscosity of metal melt in a liquid state. Data of viscosity dependences from temperature when heating and the subsequent cooling are obtained. Besides, viscosity dependences at constant temperatures from time are received. On viscosity dependences from temperature, for the same samples, abnormal sites and a divergence of curves of heating and cooling are found. On viscosity dependences from time, at a constant temperature, instability is found. The conclusion is drawn that the revealed features are connected with complexity of relaxation process of the studied fusions.
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Abstract: The aim of the study was to evaluate the surface hardness of two different traditional glass ionomer cements after their exposure to two commercial oral rinsing solutions. Fuji IX GP (GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and Ketac Molar Easymix (3MESPE, Germany) were used in the study. Twenty-one cement samples of each material were split in three groups. In control group the samples were stored in artificial saliva (AFNOR NF S90-701) for 14 days. In groups 2 and 3 the samples of each material were immersed in Listerine and in Corsodyl two times on a day for 14 days. Between the immersion periods the samples were stored in artificial saliva. The samples were subjected to microhardness evaluation using digital microhardness tester (Micro-Vickers Hardness System CV-400DMTM, CV Instruments Namicon). Significant results were obtained when compared the surface hardness of both glass ionomer cements after their immersion in Listerine and in Corsodyl to control group. The surface hardness of Fuji IX in control and in study groups was significantly higher when compared to Ketac Molar Easymix. In the conditions of the study, Listerine and Corsodyl decreased the surface hardness of Fuji IX GP and Ketac Molar Easymix glass ionomer cements.
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Abstract. For a number of methods used in the cooling heat treatment technique, are required quenching media with cooling rate lower than that of water and larger than that of oil. This can be achieved in industrial practice by using the synthetic quenching type media like gels or emulsions. The synthetic quenching coolants offer advantages such as non-flammability, safety of use and low cost price. The cooling medium to be tested is emulsifiable oil dissolved in water at various concentrations and the testing temperature is 50°C. In the paper were measured cooling curves for specified synthetic media and calculated for the same media the cooling rate variation and heat transfer coefficient on intervals. The experimental data were compared with those obtained from traditional media: water and heat treatment oil TT 50.
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Abstract: The paper present aspects about the structural modification of CuZn alloy obtained by casting and used to manufacture the housing which works in corrosive liquid mediums. The analyzed alloy has a chemical composition determine by spectral quantitative analysis, with an optic spectrometer type Foundry Masters, using cooper analysis base. The structural modifications, both in cast state, also after corrosion studies, have highlighted by SEM, at 500x and 2000x magnitude. The experiments were made on samples, with specific dimensions for each analysis.
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Abstract. This paper presents a study regarding friction and wear comportment of sintered composite materials obtained by mixture of copper with short carbon fibers. Sintered composites are gaining importance because the reinforcement serves to reduce the coefficient of thermal expansion and increase the strength and modulus. In case of composites form by carbon fiber and copper, the thermal conductivity can also be enhanced. The combination of low thermal expansion and high thermal conductivity makes them very attractive for electronic packaging. Besides good thermal properties, their low density makes them particularly desirable for aerospace electronics and orbiting space structures. Compared to the metal itself, a carbon fiber-copper composite is characterized by a higher strength-to-density ratio, a higher modulus-to-density ratio, better fatigue resistance, better high-temperature mechanical properties and better wear resistance. Varying the percentage of short carbon fibers from 7,8% to 2,4%, and the percentage of copper from 92,2% to 97,6%, five dissimilar composite materials have been made and tested from the wear point of view. Friction tests are carried out, at room temperature, in dry conditions, on a pin-on-disc machine. The friction coefficient was measured using abrasive discs made from steel 4340 having the average hardness of 40 HRC, and sliding velocity of 0,6 m/sec. The primary goal of this study work it was to distinguish a mixture of materials with enhanced friction and wearing behaviour. The load applied on the specimen during the tests, is playing a very important role regarding friction coefficient and also the wearing speed.
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\textbf{Abstract}. In order to streamline the mixes of concrete with powder waste glass as small as < 0.250 mm, a postdoctoral program objective was to test the activity rate of its pozzolanic reaction, through various methods and by comparing it with other powders reactions in a standardized cement composition. The first method was to determine the compressive strength of cement mortars, partially substituted by glass powder, silica fume, ash and clay. The second method was determining the chemical composition of the powder with fluorescence X-ray, XRF type. The third method, was based on fragments of mortar studied and subjected to microscopic observations – SEM determination (scanning electron microscopy) to investigate the microstructure of the raw material.
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Abstract. This paper presents fire and thermal properties on geopolymer 
binders, composed of metakaolin, slag and fly ash as precursor. 
Geopolymers are inorganic polymeric materials that are believed being 
capable to resist heat, high temperature and fire. Based on the previous 
researches, geopolymers offer a feasible alternative to fire resistance 
applications and with further deep studies, it has great potential to be 
fabricated for engineering applications.
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Abstract. This study provides a chemical process that recycles waste aluminium cans to alum crystals that has plenty applications in industry today. The study was performed with concentrated acidic and alkaline solution containing principal components K⁺ and SO₄²⁻ ions. It involved the dissolution of aluminium can in KOH solution, neutralization by H₂SO₄ solution and cooling crystallization to produce alum crystals. Emphasis was placed on the percentage yield of alum and recovery of aluminium from waste aluminium can to useful product. The result obtained the highest yield of 80% when 1.5M of KOH solution and 9M of H₂SO₄ solution were used with 5 g of aluminium beverage cans. When the concentration of KOH and H₂SO₄ solution was increased, the yield of alum production was also increased. It was found that the crystallization process was effective in recovering aluminium in the form of alum from waste aluminium beverage cans.
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\textbf{Abstract}. In this study, xerogel glass based on SiO-CaO-PO\textsubscript{4} was synthesized by a low temperature acid catalysed sol-gel route. The in vitro evaluation of apatite forming ability for the glass was conducted in simulated body fluid (SBF) solution as the glasses were immersed for duration of 1, 7, 24 hours and 7 days. The XRD analysis showed that the glass formed semi-crystalline structure when sintered at 1000\textdegree C and consisted of Ca\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7}P\textsubscript{2} and Ca\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}Si phases. Image captured using FESEM showed the apatite-like structures were eventually formed on the glass top surface in small numbers after the glass immersed in SBF for only an hour. The numbers of the apatite structures were continuously grown with the increase period of immersion time. The apatite structure mostly covered on top of the glass surface after 24 hours of immersion and continuously growth into bone-like apatite structure when immersed for 7 days in the SBF. The apatite layer formed on the surface of the glass was confirmed as crystalline structure of hydroxyl-carbonate-apatite (HCA) as revealed by the complimentary results of EDS, XRD and FTIR analysis.
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Abstract: TiO$_2$ photocatalysts doped with transition metal elements were prepared using nitrates of Fe, Cu and Zn. And the photoactivity of photocatalysts was investigated by performing an experiment, in which the degradation of aqueous humic acid was studied under near-visible irradiation. To examine the photocatalytic characteristics of the TiO$_2$ particles, the concentration of dissolved organic carbon and the UV$_{254}$ absorption were analysed. As a result, the metal doped photocatalysts showed a higher photoactivity effect than the synthesized pure TiO$_2$ and the commercial Degussa P-25 TiO$_2$ at wavelengths longer than 315nm.
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Abstract. Bricks are widely used as a construction and building material due to its properties. Recent years have seen a great development in new types of inorganic cementitious binders called “geopolymeric cement” around the world. This prompted its use in bricks, which improves the greenness of ordinary bricks. The development of fly ash-based geopolymer lightweight bricks is relatively new in the field of construction materials. This paper reviews the uses of fly ash as a raw materials and addition of foaming agent to the geopolymeric mixture to produce lightweight bricks. The effects on their physical and mechanical properties have been discussed. Most manufactured bricks with incorporation of foaming agent have shown positive effects by producing lightweight bricks, increased porosity and improved the thermal conductivities of fly ash-based geopolymer bricks. However, less of performances in number of cases in terms of mechanical properties were also demonstrated.
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Abstract. The effect of solid-to-liquid ratio and temperature on the mechanical properties of kaolin geopolymer ceramics are studied. Kaolin and alkaline activator were mixed with the solid-to-liquid ratio in the range of 0.8-1.2. Alkaline activator was formed by mixing the 12 M NaOH solution with sodium silicate at a ratio of 0.24. Kaolin geopolymer ceramic have been produced by using powder metallurgy (PM) technique. The samples were heated at different temperature started from 900 °C until 1200 °C and the strength were tested. The relative density and flexural strength of sintered sample ranged approximately 84%-95% and 20-90 MPa respectively. The result revealed that the optimum flexural strength was obtained at solid-to-liquid ratio of 1.0 and the samples heated at 1200 °C achieved the highest flexural strength (90 MPa).
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Abstract. The nanosized silica (SiO2) with the size less than 100 nm has successfully been prepared by hydrolysis and condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) via a modified Stöber method at room temperature. The experiment was conducted by controlling the amount of the catalyst used, i.e., ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH). The morphology observation of the synthesized silica nanoparticles was conducted by using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). It was found that the size of the silica depending on the amount of the catalyst used, with homogenous size ranging from 10 to 360 nm. The doping of silver nanoparticles was done by mixing the synthesized silica with the silver ions (Ag+) solutions. Then the sample was annealed for 75 min which results in the nucleation of the silver nanoparticles less than 20 nm onto the silica surfaces, depending on the temperature used.
SECTION 2

PROCEDURES AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING
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Abstract. In the paper is shown the study of super elasticity of Ni-Ti shape memory alloys from the point of view of stored energy, strain dependencies and martensitic transformations that influence superelasticity of Ni-Ti shape memory alloys. We also present the influence of temperature and alloy composition on the properties of Ni-Ti alloys after plastic deformation and heat treating.
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Keywords: electrolytic plasma, heat flows, characteristics of VTC and VAC, plasma electrolytic saturation (PES).

Abstract. Discovered in 1930, metal processing by electrolysis processes in aqueous solutions, are being intensely studied starting with 1960, so that now they have a wide diversity and industrial applicability. The present paper illustrates some theoretical considerations regarding specific electrode processes of the aqueous solutions electrolysis and the $I=f(U)$ characteristics of the Me/VGS/E electrochemical system thus establishing the forming conditions of electrolytic plasma (PE). The continuous and stable character of the deposited layer (VGS) and of the shell formed by the electrolytic plasma will contribute to the rapid heating of the metal electrode, under the influence of the three heat flows $q_a$, $q_l$ and $q_s$. Plasma electrolytic saturation phenomena (PES) and the formation of oxides on the metal surface (PEO), represent the two main directions of plasma electrolytic deposition (PED).
Considerations Regarding Sandblasting Metal Surfaces Designed for Electric Arc Spraying
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Abstract. In order to ensure adherence of the arc sprayed layer, on the metal substrate, a few specific operations must be performed: initial cleaning, degreasing, roughening, final cleaning and degreasing. At the moment, there are standards which refer to the degree of preparation for processing metal surfaces by spraying. Performing metallic surface preparation operations require compliance with specific health and safety measures and environment protection.
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Abstract. A new cast-iron material was obtained by melting in an induction furnace. The material was microstructural and chemical characterized before and after a wear test. We analyze the chemical composition of the material at macro-scale using a Spark Spectrometer and at micro-scale using Dispersive Energy Spectrometer. Microstructure before and after the external solicitations was observed using a Scanning Electron Microscope. We also evaluate the influence of external force on the dendrites microstructural and chemical modification.
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Abstract. Because friction became a more and more important issue regarding its influences on economical trends and technological developments, causing energy waste, pollution and increased costs for production, this research is oriented towards developing new type of coatings (monolayer and multilayer) having dry lubrication properties. Presented work will refer only to friction coefficients variation for tested samples, trying to establish the direct influence of used deposition parameters and settings for obtained analyses results regarding dry lubrication properties and also trying to determine the best recipe for dry lubrication coatings depositions.
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Copper Flow Simulation to Severe Plastic Deformation by Multiaxial Forging
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**Abstract**. Today, computer numerical simulations take place increasingly trials. The development of computers, increasing data storage capacity and computing speed, led to appearance of specialized software for virtual simulation of most plastics processing procedures. With these programs you can get answers to fundamental problems of plastic deformation: the size and stress distribution within the body, breaking predicting how the material flow, final shape of the product. Copper flow simulation is necessary for predetermination of total plastic deformation force, which is used to choose the machine deformation. Also, flow simulation aims to determine material contact tensions - deformation tools, necessary tension for sizing tool, in this case the active plate, punch and conterpunch.
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Abstract. Tungsten carbide is an anorganic compound with very interesting tribology features such as: the highest melting point and hardness values among the known compounds, high elasticity (Young) modulus, high thermal stability on a large temperature range, low chemical reactivity, etc. Magnetron sputtering is the most convenient deposition method for obtaining tribological coatings with binary/ternary/quaternary composition starting from WC commercially magnetron sputtering targets. Roughness and grain size of such coatings were investigated by Atomic Force Microscopy and electrical sheet resistance was investigated by using the Four Point Probe Method with ALESSI head and W electrodes..
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of experimental research on the influence of using microcrystalline phosphating process on the OB37 steel used in construction. For this purpose, the samples were immersed in phosphate solution and the structures were characterized using SEM microscope. The results show that the obtained structures, are influenced by pH and immersion time and show a good surface compactity and roughness, which means that the obtained layer on the OB37 reinforcement improves corrosion resistance and adhesion of these reinforcements in the reinforced concrete.
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Abstract. In this paper it has been deposited films of titanium oxide (TiO₂), on a support of glass, by a D.C. magnetron sputtering system, by varying the working pressure (p = 2·10⁻³ - 6.5·10⁻³ mbar) of the substrate temperature on three levels. The obtained layers were investigated and characterized by optical microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy SEM, X-ray diffraction and Atomic Force Microscopy. It was observed that, by modifying technological parameters of the process (working pressure and substrate temperature) it is changing the initial orientation of the compounds ((100) turns into (101) or (002)). The AFM analysis has allowed the observation of the fact that the average roughness of deposited films, expressed as RMS, has increased over 98% at the increasing of sputtering pressure from 2 10⁻³mbar to 6.5 10⁻³mbar. SEM analysis showed that the density of the deposit increases with substrate temperature. The granulation of the films obtained, presents an increasing trend with the variation of process parameters.
Researches Regarding the Influence of Technological Parameters on the Alloying Efficiency in Powder Injection Process
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**Abstract.** The injection of the powdered materials into molten melts is a common practice in the metallurgical technology of steel refining and alloying. During process development, within the metal bath is formed a mixed three-phase with different structures depending on the parameters of the hydrodynamic injection. The “plume zone” represents a domain inside of the molten metal in which takes place the forming, coalescence and disintegration of the gas bubbles, that penetrate into the molten metal together with the powdered material. The “plume zone” is the primary contact zone between the powdered particles and the molten metal. Inside of contact zone is take place the chemical reactions between the reactive material and the metal bath components. The “plume zone” size, shape and structure are functions of the hydrodynamic parameters of the injection process, the most important being the injection speed. The size of this parameter leads at the appearance of a multitude of possible structures types of the metal bath. These structures dictate the metallurgical process efficiency in defining the steelmaking process and refining of metal bath. In the present paper are investigated and discussed the “plume zone” structures formed during injection with graphite particle of a molten steel bath and the metallurgical results obtained experimentally under the influence of the injection velocity.
Experimental Study of Active Vibration Control of a Flexible Beam System Using Iterative Learning Algorithm
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**Abstract**. Experimental studies are conducted on active vibration control using self-tuning proportional integral derivative and self-tuning proportional iterative learning algorithm control schemes to suppress vibration on a flexible beam via real-time computer control. An experimental rig is developed to investigate controller performance when a change in the dynamic behavior of the flexible beam system occurs. The performance of the self-tuning control schemes is validated experimentally and compared with that of conventional control schemes through the use of an iterative learning algorithm. Experimental results clearly reveal the effectiveness and robustness of the self-tuning control schemes over conventional control schemes.
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Abstract. Brick manufactured from mosaic sludge and clay is investigated considering to the huge volume has that been produced and the effect towards the environment. In this study, the research attempt to reuse two types of mosaic sludge from polishing (PS) and bodymill (BS) process conducted in mosaic industries to be incorporated into fired clay brick. The mosaic sludge is used to replace the raw material of clay up to 10%. In this investigation, the composition and concentration of heavy metal was determined by using X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRF). Physical and mechanical properties test were conducted such as compressive strength, shrinkage, density and initial rate of suction. From the results, it shows that brick with 5% PS and BS sludge obtained the highest compressive strength, low density and less total shrinkage compared to other percentages. Nevertheless, all the other properties for all bricks incorporated with different percentages of mosaic sludge were complied with the standard (BS 3291:1985). In conclusion, mosaic sludge (PS and BS) could be an alternative low cost material for brick and at the same time provide an environmental friendly disposal method for the waste.
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\textbf{Abstract}. Laser cutting is one of the key fabrication technologies applied to coronary stent manufacture. This paper reviews the recent progress in laser-based stent manufacturing, including different type of lasers used, laser interaction with different stent materials, process characteristics and quality/productivity issues.
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Abstract. In this study, the effect of geopolymer materials in epoxy hardener was studied under mechanical testing which is using the flexural test. A series of epoxy filled with 10%-30% weight percentage geopolymer materials which are white clay, fly ash and silica sand was prepared. Flexural strength of the epoxy filled geopolymer materials is determined using Instron Universal Testing under flexural mode. It was found that the addition of these geopolymer materials into epoxy at the beginning with 10% weight percentage showing lower flexural strength than epoxy without geopolymer materials filled. However, flexural properties suddenly increased at 20% weight percentage of white clay and fly ash based geopolymer but tend to decrease at 30% weight percentage compared to silica sand based geopolymer which the strength is continuing to decline with the increasing of weight percentage of silica sand. The results indicated that the blending of geopolymer materials in epoxy system can be obtained in this study.
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Abstract. Geopolymer is cementitious binder that have enormous potential to become an alternative to ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Geopolymer composites have the potential to substantially curb the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Kaolin, metakaolin, slag and fly ash have been used as the prime materials for forming geopolymers composites. Geopolymers have been studied for the past decade due to its unique properties such as low shrinkage, substantially chemical resistance, and higher fire resistance. The geopolymer offer an innovative for coating application at higher thermal application. Based on historical review, geopolymer materials exhibit resistance to corrosion, abrasion and heat. This paper summarizes some research finding about alkali-activated binders over the past decades along with outlines of the potential of geopolymer composites for high temperature application.
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Abstract. Geopolymer is an environmentally cementitious binder that does not require the existence of ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Geopolymer has many good advantages, including high early strength, low shrinkage, good thermal resistance and good chemical resistance. Based on previous research, geopolymer offered good resistance to corrosion, abrasion and heat. Fly ash, metakaolin, kaolin, and slag are commonly used raw materials for the preparation of geopolymer composites. Geopolymer composites also offer a potential environmental friendly product by curbing the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. This geopolymer material also offers an innovative and sustainable solution for maintaining infrastructure and also provides superior thermal, chemical and mechanical performance. This paper summarizes some research outcomes on alkali-activated binders along with the potential of geopolymer composites for thermal insulating applications.
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Abstract. This paper aims to investigate the potential use of recycled tire rubber in concrete. In Malaysia, rubber consumption of tires in January – June 2014, rose up to 8.4% from 0.388 million tonnes. These numbers keep on increasing year-over-year with the numbers of vehicles, as do the future problems relating to waste tires. Over the past few years, a number of researchers have studied on incorporated the waste tires into cement based materials. In an attempt to reduce the magnitude of this issue, recycled tire rubber has gained interest in concrete improvement. The used of recycled tire rubber in the reinforcement in concrete is considered as value added materials for sustainable development by reusing waste materials. It is believed that using waste tire rubber in concrete could be an alternative way to replace fine and coarse aggregate (sand and gravel) in improving the properties of concrete. Rubberized concretes can be used in architectural applications such as nailing concrete, in road constructions where high strength is not necessary, in wall panels that require low unit weight, in construction elements and Jersey barriers that are subject to impact, in sound barriers as sound absorbers, and in railroads to fix the rails to the ground.
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Abstract. Geopolymerization are chemical reaction between raw material and alkaline activator, where a rapid change of some partial amorphous, specific structure into a compact cemented framework. It was treated with an alkali silicate solution at 45 – 80 °C whereas it’s formed from reaction of mineral clays or aluminosilicate-bearing industrial waste. The previous study about geopolymer has been done for many years due to the physical and chemical properties which is suitable to use in the construction industry. A Geopolymer material that was contained most Silica (Si) and Aluminium (Al) is such as fly ash, bottom ash, metakaolin and ground granulate blast slag (GGBS). Bottom ash is produced from coal fired thermal power plant and has a physical characteristic similar as sand or gravel, sand that makes it ideal for industrial application like a green concrete. The different performance of geopolymer is according to the different content of silica, alumina and calcium. To obtain the best geopolymer material, parameter of raw material content, the types and the ratio of alkaline activators also the curing method will affect the high result of compressive strength. This paper will summarize a previous researcher's work about the alkali-activated binder of geopolymer raw materials to become green product.
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Abstract. Even though synthetic fiber gives higher of strength in composites and is a low cost material, the biggest problems faced when using this material is that it does not degrade or compose in the environment. The usage of natural fibers in industrial application becomes the main concern because it offers both cost savings and a reduction in density when compared to existing fibers such as glass fibers and etc. This make the needs for renewable fiber reinforced composites are increasing and have never been as prevalent as it currently is. Although the strength of natural fibers is not great as glass, the specific properties are comparable. Continuous yarn fibers are required to increase the strength for engineering applications and filament winding is a method to produce aligned technical composites which have high fiber content. This paper presents a review on composites made of natural fiber and different resin that’s been processed via filament winding technique.
SECTION 3

MATERIALS APPLICATION
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Abstract. This study is focused on two ceramic materials, D.SING (Ivoclar) and VM13 (emphasis the VITA TN), frequently used in restorative dentistry practice and it comes to complete a full set of results obtained by the authors over several years of research on oral tribology with main influence on oral health. In this way there are involved more specific structural aspects of dental restorative ceramic materials quality as is shown in.
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\textbf{Abstract}: This paper presents two methods for electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation (eNDE) of composite materials reinforced with carbon woven fibers using a sensor with orthogonal coils and a sensor with metamaterials lens. The samples were impacted with low energy in order to study delamination influence. The electromagnetic behavior of composite was simulated by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software, showing a very good concordance with eNDE tests.
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Abstract. In order to obtain a high rotational speed in comparison with the known embodiments, due to the increased amplitude of the contact point between the rotor and the active element, due to the possibility of adjusting the speed by changing the frequency of the two signals applied to the coupled discs, or due to the phase shift between the signals if the discs are supplied at the same frequency, it was achieved a stator by a non-removable coupling of two active elements. Modelling was performed in Comsol Multiphysics. In this respect we studied the variation of the strains and of the electrical potential, taking into account the changing of the parameters like the power voltage frequency, the power voltage amplitude, the distance between the support point and the edge of the discs system.
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Quality Comparison of Analog and Digital X-Ray Equipment and Materials in a Dental Clinic
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**Keywords**: Medical materials, x-ray images, x-ray, x-ray in health, digital x-ray, analogic x-ray.

**Abstract**: Many dental clinics are swapping analog x-ray equipment for digital systems to obtain medical images in the search for improvements such as reduced costs and better care of the images and fast response. However it is necessary to analyze if the digital images have quality requirements in order to provide the diagnosis in a similar or superior way to the analog films. The objective of this paper is to analyze the quality of the digitized x-ray diagnostic images in relation to the structures represented. The research was conducted in a dental clinic that was changing the analog x-ray equipment for one digital. The results by means of statistical analysis demonstrated that the digital system has better spatial resolution and better contrast. As a suggestion of future research an analysis by dentists to see if on the day of the clinic, these theoretical advantages are confirmed in better diagnostics.
Study Concerning the Thermal Insulation Panels with Double-side Anti-condensation Foil on the Exterior and Polyurethane Foam or Polyisocyanurate on the Interior
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Keywords: energy efficiency, energy performance, building envelope, thermal rehabilitation scenarios, polyurethane foam, double side anti-condensation, polyisocyanurate.

Abstract. The paper aims to assess the energy performance of a thermal rehabilitated ground floor building by using new thermal insulation panels with double-side anti-condensation foil on the exterior and polyurethane foam or polyisocyanurate on the interior (PUR or PIR) in various ways. The study also wants to emphasize the benefits of using these insulating materials encouraging their further use. Therefore, five scenarios are carried out, four thermal rehabilitation scenarios and the reference building scenario, without thermal insulation. The obtained results are evaluated by comparison. The results point out the energy performance of PUR and PIR used as thermal insulation panels for the building envelope but also the economic impact and the economic efficiency that involves using such panels. This work is based on the energy efficiency requirements targeting the building envelope and takes into account mainly the behavior of the envelope elements while the heating system is treated in a simplified manner, considering its usual efficiency. The conclusions highlight the main advantages of using these panels for buildings thermal rehabilitation compared to other common materials, such as polystyrene or mineral wool.
The Rationalization of Production of Ring-Shaped Drop Forgings using Computer Simulation of Closed-Die Forging Process
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Abstract. The rationalization of ring-shaped drop forgings production may be considered from different points of view. Important aspects of evaluation and selection of optimal production alternative are material and energy savings and issue of forging tool life. This contribution describes advanced technology of closed die forging without flash, which represents an effective method of manufacture of ring-shaped drop forging from steel alloy type 16MnCr5. This proposed method offers a cheaper possibility of production of mentioned forging piece resulting from saving of batch material. At present drop forgings with this shape are produced by an uneffective method, i.e. die forging with flash, which brings a considerable material loss. Simulation software determined for simulation of bulk forming processes have an important position at development of new advanced technologies of drop forgings production. A simulation program MSC.SuperForge described in this contribution was used in order to verify correct plastic flow of material in closed die cavity.
Strengthening of Masonry Walls using Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) Materials
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Abstract. The paper presents the behavior of masonry walls built up using ceramic blocks with hollows tested in bear state and then strengthened using FRP materials. A number of two masonry walls are subjected to cyclic in-plane horizontal loads and constant vertical loads, in order to determine the efficiency of the strengthening solutions compared with the shear resistance of the walls in bear state. Also, the experimental program is useful to observe the failure modes of the strengthened walls and also to determine if such strengthening solutions is earthquake-resistant.
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A Holistic Approach to a Sustainable Steel Building
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Abstract: Impacts of production, operation and use of a building on the environment and society cannot be ignored in design any more. Instead, performance and impacts of a building needs to be considered for a lifetime, established by design rules 50-100 years. Steel, as constructional material, plays an important role as a component for buildings and engineered structures, with a wide range of applications. Like other industrial activities, steel industry works continuously to improve in terms of sustainability. In fact, in can be observed that in the last decades, the steel frames houses, as an alternative to houses made of traditional materials, offers a lot of advantages in terms of sustainability. The approach in term of a life cycle for a building is an objective process for the evaluation of the impact on the environment, associate to a production process or to an activity. These approaches are recommended by the Integrated Product Policy (COM2003) for the evaluation of the potential impact of the products In present, there are 2 majors categories instruments for the evaluation of the built environment, on one hand made on qualitative instruments based on criteria and score, and on the other hand instruments that use an quantitative analyze of the inputs and outputs based on a life cycle. Some of these methods are used for the certification of buildings as “green-buildings”. Even many parameters are usually quantitative; they can be also qualitative in the same time, when we try to quantify the advantages due to materials.
Stone Monuments Consolidation with Nanomaterials
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\textbf{Keywords:} chalk stone, hydroxyapatite, nanomaterials, Basarabi monument.

\textbf{Abstract.} Historical monuments suffer different forms of degradation, due to some improper works on architecture structure, vibrations caused by blasting, traffic, the inadequate restoration, the phenomenon of freeze-thaw, air pollution, humidity and temperature variations, friable mortar, deposits adhering impurities (dust, smoke, tar), soluble efflorescence, poorly soluble or insoluble salts (nitrate, sulfate, chloride, carbonate), and the action of microorganisms. Nowadays, the nanomaterials represent an alternative in architecture conservation, mainly due to their improved mechanical properties, their compatibility as consolidating materials, and because they obey the principle of authenticity of historical monuments. In this paper, hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (HAp) are applied to the chalk samples prelevated from Basarabi monument. Some physico-chemical and mechanical properties have been evaluated and discussed for untreated chalk stone and for the treated one with HAp.
Carbon Fiber Strips Retrofitting System for Precast Reinforced Concrete Wall Panel
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Abstract. This paper presents the retrofitting procedure used on a precast reinforced concrete wall panel (PRCWP) in order to restore its initial load bearing capacity. The specimen used in this experimental test is one from the residential multistoried buildings constructed in Romania from the 1970 onwards. All of the characteristics of the element are from the specific era, only scaled down with a factor of 1:1.2. The element was subjected to in-plane reversed cyclic loading to simulate its seismic behavior and obtain its maximum load bearing capacity. After the test we retrofitted the element using Carbon Fiber Strips Externally Bonded (EBR) and anchored with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) mesh. The porpoise of the paper is to compare the maximum loading bearing capacity of the unstrengthen and strengthen elements in order to compare them and examine the efficiency of this retrofitting procedure.
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Innovative Synergistic Valorization of Lignite Fly Ash and Steel Industry Scrap-soil as Secondary Resources for Compacted Ceramics
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Abstract. In the present research, the combined utilization of fly ash (FA), derived from a lignite-fed power station, along with scrap-soil (SS), a steel industry by-product, is investigated, for the development of eco-friendly ceramics, thus enhancing innovation and sustainability. The valorization of these low price and largely available industrial secondary resources as 100% the raw materials mixture in ceramic industry arises interesting technological, environmental and economical benefits. FA and SS were mixed in various proportions (0-70%wt. in SS), cold compacted at 20 tn load using an automated hydraulic press to form a series of 5 cm diameter disc-shaped specimens, and finally sintered at three different peak temperatures (1000ºC, 1100ºC and 1140ºC) for 3h. Then, the specimen microstructure and physico-mechanical properties were characterized. According to the experimental results, a sintering temperature increase from 1000ºC up to 1140ºC significantly improves specimen densification, thus sharply enhancing the diametral tensile strength (DTS), from 0.5 MPa up to 12.8 MPa respectively for a 50-50%wt. FA-SS mixture. Mechanical strength also varies with the SS percentage in the raw materials. Physico-mechanical properties seem to be constant for specimens containing SS up to 60% at 1140ºC.
Mechanical and Thermal Performance of Straw Bales
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Abstract. Ecological houses have become very popular lately due to an increasing concern regarding the reduction of the CO2 emissions generated by the building sector. An ecological house is perceived as a building that enhances the environment rather than degrading it. Straw bale houses are considered to be an ecological and energy efficient solution to the traditional houses. The research aimed to evaluate the use of straw bale in constructions. The experimental work included the mechanical and the hygrothermal behaviour of straw bale, i.e. compression test, moisture content and thermal conductivity determination on a straw bale wall placed in climatic conditions specific for Romania. The research results show a better thermal performance than some of the traditional choices existing on the market. The study provides encouraging insight into considering straw bale solutions as a first alternative to the classical ones.
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Abstract. Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) or LDHs matrices used for water treatment have been reviewed in this article. These aggregated nanoparticles can be obtained by sol-gel, hydrothermal or coprecipitation method, therefore their shape, size, properties (such as magnetic, acido-bazic, red-ox, texture and assembly) and applications are tailored as a function of synthesis method and process parameters respectively. Among other materials used in water treatment we chose layered double hydroxides generally named LDHs or in particular case hydrotalcites (MgAlLDHs). During calcination layered structure is destroyed giving rise to new structures like mixed oxides partially crystallized. LDHs and calcined LDHs type materials were able to uptake selected products. An important issue for removal of undesirable species for human health was M2+/M3+ cation ratio. Results show a better uptake of anionic compounds for thermally activated LDHs due to their "memory effect". A large variety of LDHs was investigated in order to demonstrate their adsorption capacity for anionic compounds, cations, gas compounds even microorganisms. Nowadays one of the attractive issues of nanoscience is both the synthesis of these nanostructures and the assembly and organization way but the interest of scientists is to find new properties and applications in order to protect the environment. These cost effective, eco-friendly materials revealed new opportunities for waste water treatment.
The Electrical Resistivity of Geopolymer Paste by using Wenner Four Probe Method
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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental study of the electrical resistivity of geopolymer paste by using a non-destructive test employing Wenner four probe method. Geopolymer is produced from a combination mixture of aluminosilicate materials which is rich in Si and Al such as fly ash with an alkaline activator. Geopolymer paste in this study was made from a mixture of class F fly ash, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) solution. An alkaline activator was prepared 24 hrs prior to use with the ratio mixture of Na2SiO3/NaOH being 2.5. Then, the prepared alkaline activator was mixed with the fly ash for about 30 minutes. After that, the mixture was placed in a 100 mm x 103 mm x 495 mm mould. After 24 hrs, the sample was taken out from the mould and cured at 60°C in the oven for 24 hrs. The sample was then tested after 7, 14 and 28 days. The current applied in this study was from 0.01 mA to 1.00 mA and the electrode spacing used were 0.02 m, 0.04 m, 0.06 m, 0.08 m and 0.10 m. The results showed that the geopolymer paste after 28 days with the current of 0.01 mA and 0.10 m electrode spacing showed the highest resistivity with 61575 Ω.m while the geopolymer paste after 7 days with 0.95 mA and 0.02 m electrode spacing showed the lowest resistivity with 537 Ω.m. Hence, the corrosion rate of geopolymer paste in this study was negligible and if occur, was very low.
Removal of Iron and Total Chromium Contaminations in Landfill Leachate by Using Electrocoagulation Process
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Abstract. This research work involves the study removal of Iron and Total Chromium by electrocoagulation process. This project focused on leachate landfill from Pulau Burung, Nibong Tebal, Penang as an electrolyte solution. These heavy metals are the main factor contributing to pollution in leachate landfill. Types of electrodes used in this study were Aluminium (grade 5052) and Stainless Steel (grade 316). The ranges of initial pH applied were pH (3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and voltages applied were 1.5V, 2.0V and 2.5V. These three parameters were evaluated and the operation time was 60 minutes. At the end of electrocoagulation process, the solutions were stored and analysed using AAS to determine the final concentration of electrolyte solution.
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**Abstract**. Thermoacoustic Heat Engine probably the most efficient energy source for electronic devices for the next 10 year ahead that require small amount of electrical energy to operate. This study was to simulate the Thermoacoustic Heat Engine (TAHE) standing wave system by conducting a Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) by using a Thermoacoustic system's software named DeltaEC for better understanding on the fundamental of TAHE standing wave system. Some characteristics or parameters in the system that were studied in order to derive the fundamental knowledge of TAHE standing wave system. The thickness of Hot Heat Exchangers (Hot HX) plays the major role in affecting the maximum acoustic power generated, the level of onset temperature difference and maximum pressure amplitude followed by the stack length. Hot HX dimension (thickness) contributes nearly 3.3% changes in maximum acoustic power where the lowest thickness scores the highest maximum acoustic power generated. 2.9% of increment on maximum acoustic power generated by altering the length of the stack by 5 mm.
Design a High Port Isolation MIMO Antenna for 2-6 GHz Bands AP Applications
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**Abstract.** A novel wide-band multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system with high port isolation is proposed. The antenna system consists of three equally spaced antennas mounted on a hollowed triangle ground. The antenna system was designed to operate at frequency bands between 2 and 6 GHz. Each antenna mainly comprises of a shorted, inverted wide L (shorted iWL, a unique feeding design), sitting on a vertical ground attached to the horizontal plane of triangular shape. From simulation and experimental results, the proposed MIMO system exhibited superbly characteristics at 2.4, 3.5 and 5 GHz bands, with significant isolation performance due to the design of the practical and novel ground structure.
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**Abstract.** This paper presents a pipeline inspection robot with a linkage mechanical clutch, which is added a novel congregate protruding gearwheel kinematic model that can be used for conquest irregular environmental barriers. This robot has three powered wheel chains each of which has a mechanical clutch and a congregate protruding gearwheel kinematic model. The mechanical clutch is used a parallel linkage type mechanism. The robot is designed foldable when each chain contacts the ground or wall of pipeline. Thus, the robot can be operated in various sizes of pipeline, and can utilize the congregate protruding gearwheel kinematic model to conquer the irregular barriers of pipeline. The prototype of the robot system has been developed, and experiments are carried out to verify the validity of the proposed design.
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Abstract. A compact printed UWB MIMO antenna with a 5.8 GHz band-notch is presented. The two antennas are located on the two opposite sides of a Printed-Circuits-Board (PCB), separated by a spacing of 13.2 mm and a small isolated element, which provides a good isolation. The antenna structure adopts coupled and parasitic modes to form multi-modal resonance that results in the desired ultra-wideband operation. There is a parasitic slit embedded on the main radiator and an isolated element employed between the two antennas. An excellent desired band-notched UWB characteristic was obtained by careful design of the parasitic slit. The overall size of the proposed antenna is mere 40.2 × 54.8 mm; the radiation patterns of the two antennas cover the complementary space of 180°; the antenna yields peak gains varied from 5 to 8 dBi, and antenna radiation efficiency exceeding about 70~90 % over the operation band. The antenna port Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC) was less than about 0.07. Moreover, the antenna is easy to fabricate and suitable for any wireless modules applications at the UWB band.
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Integrating of TRIZ 40 Inventive Principles and Evolution Trends for Product Innovation
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Abstract. In an increasingly competitive global market, a company’s ability to continually introduce innovative products has become even more crucial. However, most companies still employ traditional brainstorming methods to develop ideas for innovation but cannot guarantee that the resulting solution can cover all necessary angles. Therefore, this study develops a systematized process to explore product innovation potential and establishes a specific innovative solution that enables innovations to be investigated and employed by everyone. For this study, we integrated Altshuller’s 40 inventive principles and Mann’s 31 trends of evolution to establish six dimensions of product innovation: the market, function, structure, resources, operations, and appearance. After deeply analyzing each of the inventive principles and trends of evolution for similarities and differences, we summarized these principles and trends into various dimensions, which we then used to create the structure and procedures for systematic product innovation. By employing these procedures and the corresponding inventive principles and trends of evolution, users can consider product innovation comprehensively. In this study, we further verify the practicality and efficiency of this method using examples.
The Facing Challenges and the Responsive Strategies of Apple App Store
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**Abstract**. With time passing and technology advancing, daily necessities grow ever more creative and diversified, particularly electronic items. Apple, Inc. pioneered in App stores to set the stage for myriad business opportunities, as evidenced by firms who follow our lead. The authors use Porter five forces and SWOT analyses to evaluate challenges facing Apple Application Stores. Finding the advantages of Apple application platform mainly came from many loyal customers. Faced with such application of platform use, other companies use open operating systems and launch diverse styles of devices to compete with Apple’s closed operation system and fewer styles. To maintain our competitive edge, study suggests Apple should increase affinity interface, raise proportion of free applications, launch cheap mobile devices, adopt flexible profit-sharing with software developers, and offer consumers more choices.
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Review of Soil Stabilization Techniques: Geopolymerization Method one of the New Technique
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Abstract. This paper studies the effectiveness of soil stabilizer on the problematic soil or soft soil. It is subjected to instability and massive primary and long term consolidation settlements when subjected to even moderate load increases. The purpose of this study is to review the techniques and materials that have been used in the soil stabilization by previous researchers. The performance of the soil stabilizer for stabilization by means of strength has been highlighted in this study. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test was carried out on stabilized soil samples and the results that obtained were discussed. The use of these techniques and materials may provide an inexpensive and advantageous construction process. As a conclusion, the strength of soil can be increased by using these materials and techniques in soil stabilization. This paper gives a comprehensive report on stabilization techniques and materials that have been used for soft soil and also discuss the potential of geopolymerization technology to be one of the new soil stabilization techniques.
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Respiratory Parameters-Based Approach to Assessing Dust Loading
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Abstract. The idea of assessing the respiratory organs’ protection means has been considered, that takes into account the dust penetration coefficient and dynamics of the worker’s cardio respiratory parameters under working conditions. The individual samplers’ speed is proposed to be controlled by means of the lung ventilation while dust loading inside and outside the individual protection means is to be determined. This enables assessing them by a conventional performance factor taking into account cardio respiratory parameters as well.
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Physico-Chemical Parameters in Mountain Freshwater: Cuejdi River from Eastern Carpathians, Romania
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**Abstract.** Spatial and seasonal variation of physico-chemical parameters of mountain streams is influenced by anthropogenic pollution pressure. The assessment of Cuejdi river water quality from Stânişoarei Mountains through 13 parameters, was performed. 30 samples each were collected during spring and autumn of 2013/2014, measurements being made both in situ aquatic ecosystem (Multi 350i / SET WTW) and in laboratory (bench meter Hanna HI 4421, Titroline 700 SI Analytics and WTW Turb 555IR).
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Abstract. Oxytocin is a nonapeptide hormone that is involved, besides its classical functions, in linking social signals with cognition, behaviors and reward. Also, it seems to have a critical role in the regulation of brain-mediated processes that are strongly relevant to many neuropsychiatric disorders. In this way, in the present paper we will try to describe the most important and modern aspects regarding the relevance of oxytocin administration in various animal models of neuropsychiatric disorders, as well as in human patients. Also, the relevance of zebrafish studies in this context will be extensively discussed.
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The Recycling of Materials - From Green Marketing Strategy to the Need for Sustainable Development in Contemporary Society
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Abstract. Sustainable development becomes a desiderate increasingly important, both for policy makers and for manufacturing companies. Behind this concept, however, there are a number of factors and strategies covering topics from the education of population from an ecological point of view and legislative stipulations designed to influence the management of all resources. In this context, strategies arising from the private greenmarketing are completing the coercive force of European legislation.
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The Effect of Storage Time on the Composition of the Olive and Sunflower Oils
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Abstract. The effect of storage time on the composition of the olive and sunflower oils has been investigated. It were studied parameters like free fatty acids (FFA), anisidine value (AV), iodine value (IV), saponification number (SN) and identification of the molecular structure through FT-IR method. During storage (48 months) an increasing in the values of parameters FFA and AV took place that measures the oxidative degradation of oils. The oxidative stability of olive oil stored at room temperature was less than of sunflower oil. Also, signific ant differences were found among the olive oil and sunflower oil during storage period.
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Abstract. The work presents a system intended for continuous monitoring of structural parameters for any type of structure to provide a better understanding of structural and material behavior. The system is in the final stages of development and its purpose is to gather data via a bus connected to several displacement, temperature, noise, gas detection and vibration sensors. The system is designed to be modular, meaning that two more systems can work as one. The data gathered is sent to a web server from where it can be accessed and interpreted. The main advantage of the system is the accessibility, which takes into account the financial factor, size, power consumption and resistance to unfavorable conditions. The implementation of this kind of system can result in prolonged life span of the monitored structure. The use is not designed solely for long term use, it can also aid as a data acquisition device in experimental testing programs such as experimental retrofitting strategies. In this paper certain functions of the system are used to test the out of plane behavior of a nonstructural masonry infill wall. The main focus is to test the accuracy of the RLPTs under low voltage conditions and also test the software time based scheduled recording function accuracy and detect the occurrence of bugs or data loss.
Characteristics Evolution of Transylvanian Sand after Biogroup Treatment
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\textbf{Keywords:} Microbially Induced Carbonate Precipitation (MICP); Biogroup; Sporosarcina Pasteurii.

\textbf{Abstract.} This paper presents the evolution of Transylvanian sand characteristics after calcium based Biogroup treatment. By injection into the sand body of microbiological entities and certain chemicals sand is transformed into sand-stone in a short time by a phenomena called Microbially Induced Carbonate Precipitation – MICP. Triaxial testing was performed on treated samples in a confined-drained system and geotechnical and mechanical parameters were calculated. The results obtained were then compared with data from triaxial tests on the same untreated sand in the same conditions. It has been found that sand parameters suffer significant changes after Biogroup treatments in only a short period of time.
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Abstract. First concrete sleepers were made of normal reinforced concrete and used during the 1930s and 1940s. Concrete railroad ties became popular in Europe after World War II because of the advances in design, material quality and production of pre-stressed concrete. Now as before, concrete sleepers on ballast represent the primary basis of track construction, around the world, but the twin block concrete sleepers are also popular and widely used. The continuously increasing operational loads and speeds forced the railway companies to update their technical and economic system to keep their vital role in transporting passengers and merchandise. In this development a very important role played the superstructure of the railroad system, and this modernization process led to appearing of the ballastless track system approximately 60 years ago. The article presents a comparison of two main types of track systems, including technical and economic aspects.
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Abstract: During the consolidation and rehabilitation interventions of George Radu Melidon City Library Roman, Neamţ County, a series of architectural terracotta decorations, manufactured in the second half of the century XIX, have been identified and cataloged. The current state of these decorations, made from geomaterials, requires the establishment of a technical solution which will be used to preserve, to strengthen the color, the aesthetic surface and the chromatic reintegration. Thus, the paper presents the study of four current commercial chemicals products, part of the additives hydrophobic/waterproofing group. One of the products is a water based emulsion, while the other three are organic based solvents. This study was required in order to develop an optimal treatment to preserve the old terracotta from facade of building already mentioned. The technical features that these products have in common are sealing and waterproofing by superficial coating, with an average penetration and restoration of chromatic aspect, as close to the original. CIE L’\textsuperscript{a}*b* colorimetry, optical microscopy and the measure of humidity (reversible water content and related chemical) were implemented in the study of optimization of pellicle dispersion systems based on the four chemicals.
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\textbf{Keywords}: silver coins, corrosion products, MO, SEM-EDX, micro-FTIR.

\textbf{Abstract}. The paper presents the chemical composition and mineralogical distribution of the corrosion crust, more so the chemical composition and the texture of the metallic core on three silver coins dating from the seventeenth century, discovered in various tombs in the necropolis belonging to the former Stratenia Church from Iasi. These were examined by the corroboration of optical microscopy, electron microscopy coupled with X-ray diffraction (SEM-EDX) and the micro-FTIR techniques. The data allowed to establish the main alloy and of the evolutionary contexts during the laying period, based on the texture of the metallic core and on the layout of corrosion products.
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Abstract. The paper presents the study of old ornamentation techniques used into making of two icons from the XVIII-th century, part of the heritage of Tazlau monastery, Neamț County. In order to do this, the materials used to create the polychrome layers and their current conservation state was analyzed. The data obtained by investigating the two mentioned elements have allowed for the identification of different traditional techniques, used for ornamental gilding. Optical microscopy (OM) and Scanning Electron Microscope coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) were employed in the analyses. The archaeometrical characteristics of the pigments and binders, collaborated with the aesthetic analyses, allowed the dating of the two icons for the end of the XVIII-th century.
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Abstract: different types of incenses are burnt during religious ceremonies in churches: frankincense, myrrh or rosin based incense. The icons from iconostasis usually are not protected by glass and they are exposed to the burning products of incense. To study the influence of burnt frankincense, myrrh and rosin based incense artificial on different types of dammar varnishes, samples of balsa wood covered with gesso, titanium white and dammar varnish were exposed to incense and were artificial aged under UV-A light for 60 hours. This paper presents the colour changes suffered by the varnishes..
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Design Practitioner Perception in Determining the Terminology of Biomimicry, Anthropomorphised and Semantic (BAS) in Design Application
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**Keywords**: Perception, understanding, terminology.

**Abstract**. This paper focuses on the perception of the design practitioner about the terminology design of Biomimicry, Anthropomorphism and Semantic (BAS). This paper also shows the level of understanding design practitioner in evaluating and reviewing the terminology in design. In the world of design, the various elements incorporated into each design to meet the demand and give effect in developing products. For creative designer, ideas, creativity and in-depth knowledge of design can help them in producing designs and elements needed. As a designer, they have own perception in the interpretation of a design. This paper also discusses the level of understanding of the design practitioners in evaluating and reviewing the terms of design. The analysis results also clearly show the level of understanding of the design practitioner in identifying terms BAS.
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**Keywords**: Design syntactic analysis, interaction in design, methodology, product design, unconscious interaction and cognition in human behavior.

**Abstract.** This paper focuses on analyzing form elements and entities implemented by designers using design syntactic analysis. In this paper, selected conceptual sketches generated from an understanding of the theory of unconscious interaction and cognition in human behavior (UICHB) will be analyzed. The ultimate goal is to identify which elements visualized (1) the superior gestalt consisting of form entities and form elements of the highest hierarchical (global) level of the product form; (2) the characteristic shapes which indicates the purpose and function of form aesthetics and (3) a signifying curve as a form ingredient which indicates the functional component of product form. The final section will discuss the result and the significance derived from the outcomes of the study. This includes the functional identifications and analysis of form aesthetics, the consistencies and uncertainty elements, and product concept reasoning.
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Lao-Yiou Tea Extract Inhibits Colorectal Carcinoma Cell Growth
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Abstract. Lao-Yiou tea is a traditional medical tea of Hakka people in Taiwan. Here, we test different extraction methods to obtain Lao-Yiou tea extracts and their anti-colorectal carcinoma activity. The results revealed that acetate/acetone immerse and then ethylacetate extraction could obtain an extract contained the most abundant polyphenols and exhibited the highest inhibition activity toward colorectal carcinoma HT-29 cell growth. The results indicate Lao-Yiou tea possesses anti-colorectal carcinoma agents and may provide as a novel colorectal carcinoma prevention agent.
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A Buoy-Type Design to Stimulate Fish Attacks on The Lure
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Abstract: As incomes rise in Taiwan, leisure activities are receiving greater emphasis from Taiwanese. Fishing, long a traditional sport, has become more popular in recent years. To attract fish, fishermen frequently use lures, which offer both high catch rates and environmental friendliness. Fishermen who use lures must constantly reel the fishing line in and out to make the lure move back and forth, stimulate fish attacks on the lure, and increase catch rates. This study uses the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) to conduct a trend analysis of fishing lure improvement and constructs a technical contradiction matrix, it produces a buoy-type design. Since the lure can move by itself, fishermen do not need to constantly move the line, improving fishing performance.
Designing Smart City to Developing Country for the Future Life Case Study: Indonesia
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Abstract. Smart cities will optimize the use of technology in the design and operation of infrastructure and buildings in a way which meets the current and future needs of their citizens. Truly smart cities should be about more than just harnessing technology. They require consideration of governance and growth, urban development and infrastructure, the environment and natural resources, society and community. Given this situation and the belief by some that the planning, design and construction of future cities requires and integrated approach to achieve successful outcomes in Developing Country like Indonesia, alternative terminology has been suggested. The term “The Living city” refers to an approach in which technology plays an important but nevertheless supporting role. The Government Policy is needed to support the design for reduce all cost in Developing Country that paid by national budget.
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